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Magnetic-field effects on structure-induced localization in a fractal lattice are investigated by studying the
usual tight-binding model on a Sierpinski gasket in the presence of a magnetic field. We find that a magnetic
field can drastically change properties of states which are localized with high degeneracy in the absence of a
magnetic field. In the presence of a magnetic field, the degeneracies of those localized states are broken, and
each of them becomes many extended states. Around these new extended state regions, the number of states
whose localization length is larger than a certain value decreases with the logarithm of the localization length
in a power-law fashion. The exponent of this power-law behavior does not depend on the strength of the
magnetic field and the energy range chosen.@S0163-1829~96!03118-9#

The energy spectrum and localization of a noninteracting
system in a fractal lattice have been the subject of many
papers.1–5 In a highly correlated space~self-similar! like a
fractal, localized eigenstates can exist.1–3 However, it is
known that the observed localization phenomena on a fractal
are fundamentally different from Anderson localization. The
usual Anderson localization is due to the incoherent scatter-
ing by unorganized scatters~disorders!,6 and the localization
in a fractal space like the Sierpinski gasket is because of the
finite ramifications and self-similar lattice structure. The lat-
ter is called structure-induced localization.

Domanyet al.1 have given a detailed analysis of the elec-
tronic structure for the tight-binding model on a Sierpinski
gasket. In the absence of a magnetic field, a few extended
states exist while the majority of the eigenstates are highly
degenerate localized states. The energy spectrum is a Cantor
set. States are localized because renormalized hopping coef-
ficients are exactly zero due to the special lattice structure of
the Sierpinski gasket. Banavar, Kadanoff, and Pruisken5 gen-
eralized Domanyet al.’s approach to study the energy spec-
trum of a Sierpinski gasket lattice in the presence of a mag-
netic field. They found that the introduction of a phase~due
to the magnetic field! breaks all the degeneracies which exist
in and dominate the zero-field solution. From an escape-rate
type of argument, they concluded that the energy spectrum is
still isolated with zero measure though it is considerably
broader than that in the absence of a field. The results from
direct diagonalization and Green’s-function calculations are
consistent with the majority of the eigenstates being truly
extended despite the finite order of ramification of the fractal
lattice. Very recently,4 this author has proposed an alterna-
tive method to study localization. Instead of solving a Schro¨-
dinger equation, it is enough to study the asymptotic behav-
ior of effective hopping coefficients if one wants to calculate
the localization length only. The asymptotic behavior of the
effective hopping coefficient is given by its recursion rela-
tion. The spirit of this method had also been used to study
other quantities.7 For a finitely ramified fractal lattice like the
Sierpinski gasket, the exact recursion relation can be ob-
tained. For the tight-binding model on a Sierpinski gasket in
the absence of a magnetic field, one can show that those
extended states obtained by Domanyet al. are generated

from one of the fixed points of the recursion relation, and the
localization length of gap states reveals a self-similar
structure.4

In this paper, I will generalize the approach of Ref. 4 to a
noninteracting system on the Sierpinski gasket in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field. The usual tight-binding model, with
only the nearest-neighbor hopping, is used to describe the
noninteracting system. The Hamiltonian is

H5(̂
i j &

teif i j ci
†cj . ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, ^ i j & denote the nearest-neighbor site pairs on the
Sierpinski gasket,f i j is the phase experienced by the hop-
ping coefficient and bondi j due to a magnetic field,ci

† and
ci are the usual creation and annihilation operators, respec-
tively, andt is the magnitude of the hopping coefficient. The
magnitude of the hopping coefficientt is assumed to be the
same. The magnetic field is introduced through the ‘‘Peierls
ansatz,’’8 namely, the only effect of a magnetic field on a
tight-binding model is to add a phase to the hopping coeffi-
cient. Following Banavar, Kadanoff, and Pruisken,5 I will
study a problem in a special magnetic field in which the
magnetic flux in an elementary upward-pointing triangle, la-
beledU in Fig. 1~a!, is equal toF53f, and the magnetic
flux in an elementary downward-pointing triangle, labeled
D in Fig. 1~a!, is equal toF523f. I will use a gauge in
which all bonds in the direction of the arrows in Fig. 1~a!
have a hopping coefficientteif, and all bonds opposite to the
arrows have a hopping coefficientte2 if. This field is non-
trivial, and I choose it for convenience. Other types of fields
could have been chosen, but the qualitative results obtained
in this paper should not change. Obviously, there is no dis-
order in the system. I will show that the nature of those
highly degenerate localized states found by Domanyet al.1

will change dramatically. It can be explicitly shown that each
of those highly degenerate localized states becomes many
extended states. In order to find out whether bands of ex-
tended states exist in the presence of a magnetic field, I will
carry out a ‘‘counting’’ experiment. I find that, around these
new extended-state regions, the number of states whose lo-
calization length is larger than a certain value decreases with
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the logarithm of the localization length in a power-law fash-
ion. The exponents of this power-law behavior around dif-
ferent energy regions are the same and they do not depend on
the magnetic field. This power-law behavior implies that all
extended states are isolated from each other. These results
are consistent with those of Banavar, Kadanoff, and
Pruisken.5

Let the eigenstate, the eigenvaluee, be un&5( iAici
†u0&,

whereu0& is the vacuum state, andAi is the amplitude of the
wave functionun& at site i . I am interested in the nature of
the wave function, i.e., howAi behaves asi→`. In my
previous publication,4 I have shown that the localization
length can be obtained from the asymptotic behavior of the
effective hopping coefficientt(R). For a localized state of
localization lengthj, the effective hopping coefficient be-
tween two sites of a large distanceR behaves as
t(R);e2R/j while t(R) will not go to zero asR→` for an
extended state. In the absence of a magnetic field, i.e.,
f i j50, I found the following recursion relation fort by us-
ing the decimation method:4

t15H t2

e23t
, tÞ2

e

2

0, t52
e

2
.

~2!

In the previous publication,4 I demonstrated that two fixed
points of Eq.~2!, t*50 ande/4, determine the nature of the
wave functions. The fixed pointt*5e/4 characterizes the
behavior of extended states, andt*50 that of localized
states. Combined with Domanyet al.’s1 work, we know that
all allowed extended states are generated from fixed point
t*5e/4, and all allowed localized states are generated back-

ward from Eq.~2! by the special pointt52e/2. The allowed
localized states,1 therefore aree522t,t,(36A13)/2, . . . .
Domanyet al.1 showed that these localized states are highly
degenerate. Special pointt52e/2, or a state of energy
e522t, has a zero effective hopping coefficient between
two next-nearest-neighbor sites. The zero effective hopping
coefficients are due to the special symmetry and the lattice
structure of the Sierpinski gasket. In other words, this is
structure-induced rather than disorder-induced localization.
These localized states should not be stable against any per-
turbation. Therefore, in the presence of a magnetic field, they
are expected to change dramatically. In order to study quan-
titatively the change of the localized states, I will use the
decimation renormalization method introduced in my previ-
ous publication.4

In the presence of a magnetic field, one more parameter
f, the magnetic flux~or the phase of the hopping coeffi-
cient!, should be introduced in addition to the magnitude of
the hopping coefficientt. It is easy to show that a wave
function of energye satisfies the following equations:

eA15t~B1e
if1B2e

2 if1B4e
2 if1B5e

if!,

eB15t~B2e
if1B3e

2 if1A1e
2 if1A5e

if!,

eB25t~B1e
2 if1B3e

if1A1e
if1A2e

2 if!,

eB35t~B1e
if1B2e

2 if1A2e
if1A5e

2 if!, ~3!

eB45t~B5e
2 if1B6e

if1A1e
if1A4e

2 if!,

eB55t~B4e
if1B6e

2 if1A1e
2 if1A3e

if!,

eB65t~B4e
2 if1B5e

if1A3e
2 if1A4e

if!,

FIG. 1. The Sierpinski gaskets before and after decimation. TheA’s andB’s are the wave-function amplitudes at the corresponding sites.
The magnetic flux is 3f in an upward-pointing triangle labeledU, and23f in a downward-pointing triangle labeledD.
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where theA’s andB’s are the wave-function amplitudes at
the sites shown in Fig. 1~a!. Eliminating theB’s in Eq. ~3!,
we can derive an equation which contains onlyA’s. After
some simple algebra, we have

eA15t8~A2e
2 if81A3e

if81A4e
2 if81A5e

if8!, ~4a!

where

t85
t2Ae416e3t cos3f111e2t212e2t2cos6f112et3cos3f12t412t4cos6f

e327et226t3cos3f

f852f1d, ~4b!

d5@sgn~e2cos3f13et12t2cos3f!21#
p

2
1tg21

e2sin3f

e2cos3f13et12t2cos3f
,

with sgn(x) defined as

sgn~x!5H 1 if x>0,

21 otherwise.

In deriving the equation ford, I have used the fact that one can add an arbitrary integer number of 2p ’s to d. The first term
in the right-hand side of the equation comes from the fact thattg21(x) can only take values in@2p/2,p/2#. Obviously, the
relevant parameters aret/e andf. Therefore, after replacingt/e by t, we have the following recursion relations:

tn115
tn
2A116tncos3fn111tn

212tn
2cos6fn112tn

3cos3fn12tn
412tn

4cos6fn

127tn
226tn

3cos3fn

fn1152fn1d, ~5!

d5@sgn~cos3fn13tn12tn
2cos3fn!21#

p

2
1tg21

sin3fn

cos3fn13tn12tn
2cos3fn

.

tn is the effective hopping coefficient between two sites of
distanceL (52n), andfn is the renormalized phase after
decimatingn times. It is easy to see that the recursion rela-
tions become trivial whennn50, namely, tn1150 and
fn1152fn . The physical explanation of this result is
simple. In one decimation, three upward-pointing triangles
and one downward-pointing triangle are renormalized to one
upward-pointing triangle~Fig. 1!. Therefore the total flux in
one renormalized upward-pointing triangle is twice that in
one upward-pointing triangle before the decimation.

As the fixed pointt*5e/4 plays an important role in giv-
ing all allowed extended states in the case of no magnetic
field, the fixed point~s! given by

1215t2218t3cos3f136t414t4cos23f172t5cos3f

132t6cos23f50, ~6a!

2f2@sgn~cos3f13t12t2cos3f!21#
p

2

1tg21
sin3f

cos3f13t12t2cos3f
50 ~6b!

should also play an important role in the presence of a mag-
netic field. Unfortunately, recursion relation~5! cannot be
solved exactly. However, it is easy to evaluatetn numeri-

cally. As mentioned in Ref. 4, we can calculate the localiza-
tion length j of a given energy state by fittingtn to
exp(22n/j) for largen. Figures 2~a!–2~c! are the plots of the
inverse of the localization length vs the energy for different
f ’s, f50,0.02,0.04, in the energy range@24t,4t#. The en-
ergy range@24t,4t# is chosen because the energies of all
allowed states must be in the range.1,4 It is interesting to see
that many extended states appear around
e522t,t,(36A13)t/2, . . . in the magnetic field. In the ab-
sence of a magnetic field, they are exactly those allowed
highly degenerate localized states found by Domanyet al.1

This means, as expected, that the degeneracies of these lo-
calized states are broken by a magnetic field. However, it is
not trivial that they should become extended. As the strength
of the magnetic field increases, the induced extended states
spread wider and wider. From Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, it is not easy
to tell whether energy bands are formed around each of those
allowed localized states. It is easy to derive from Domany
et al.’s1 work that the wave functions of all the allowed lo-
calized states are separated from each other. The centers of
these wave functions also form a Sierpinski gasket. Thus
they are very much as if there is one atomic wave function
on each of the lattice atoms in a crystal. It is textbook knowl-
edge that, when atoms are brought together to form a crystal,
the degeneracy of each atomic level will be broken, and each
atomic level is split into many different states due to the
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overlaps of the wave functions on different atoms. The splits
of the atomic levels lead to formation of the energy bands in
a crystal. In the present case, a magnetic field can be re-
garded as a way to couple together localized wave functions
on different sites. Naively, one may also expect that energy
bands are formed when each localized state splits into many
different states in a magnetic field. However, Figs. 2~b! and
2~c! show clearly that there are some internal structures
about these newly created extended states. In order to ad-
dress the issue of nonexistence of energy bands in a magnetic

field, I carry out a ‘‘counting’’ experiment similar to the
‘‘escape-rate’’ experiment by Banavar, Kadanoff, and
Pruisken.5 Starting from 80 000 equally spaced points in an
energy range, sayeP@24t,4t#, and at a given magnetic
field f, I carry outn-step calculations of recursion relation
~5! for each point. Then I fit the results bytn;exp(22n/j) to
calculatej(e) for a givene. The localization length is larger
than 2n if j(e) is numerically zero aftern decimations. Let
m(n) denote the number of states~out of 80 000! whose
localization length is larger than 2n. Thenm(n) will saturate
to a nonzero constant if bands of extended states exist. On
the other hand, if at most isolated extended states exist in the
energy range,m(n) will approach zero asn increases be-
cause the measure of isolated extended states is zero. Figure
3~a! is the plot of ln@m(n)# vs n in the energy range
@24t,4t# in the absence of a magnetic field. Figure 3~b! is
the plot of ln@m(n)# vs lnn in the presence of a magnetic field
f50.02,0.04,0.1 in two different energy regions where al-
lowed localized states exist when a field is absent. In the
absence of a magnetic field,m(n) decays exponentially with
n, i.e., m(n);e2bn or m(j);j2b8. In the presence of a
magnetic field, however,m(n) decays to zero in power-law

FIG. 2. l(e), the inverse of the localization length, vse for
different magnetic fields.~a! f50, ~b! f50.02, and~c! f50.04.
Those states withl50 are extended.

FIG. 3. ~a! lnm(n) vs n in energy rangeeP@24t,4t# in the
absence of a magnetic field.~b! lnm(n) vs lnn in the presence of a
magnetic field. Open circles, stars, and crosses are for
f50.02,0.04,0.1, respectively, in energy rangee
P@22.4t,21.6t#. Right triangles, left triangles, and pluses are for
f50.02,0.04,0.1, respectively, in energy rangeeP@0.6t,1.4t#.
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fashion,m(n);n2a, or m(j);(lnj)2a8. In Fig. 3~b!, the
open circles, stars, and crosses are the numerical results of
ln@m(n)# in the energy region @22.4t,21.6t# with
f50.02,0.04,0.1, respectively. The right triangles, left tri-
angles, and pluses are those in the energy region
@0.6t,1.4t# with f50.02,0.04,0.1, respectively. All of them
can be fitted well by parallel lines witha.0.43. Numerical
studies in other energy regions with different magnetic fields
confirm that the exponenta does not depend on the strength
of the magnetic field and energy range chosen. The results
imply that the extended states in the presence of a magnetic
field are still isolated. However,m(n) has changed from ex-
ponential decay to power-law decay. The power-law decay
may mean that extended states are highly dense.

In conclusion, we have studied the magnetic-field effects
on localization in the Sierpinski gasket lattice. We find that a
magnetic field not only can break the degeneracies of a lo-
calized state, but also changes this state from a localized to
extended. This particular example shows that structure-
induced localization is very different from the usual Ander-
son localization. This difference can be understood from the
origins of the two kinds of localization. Anderson localiza-
tion is due to unorganized incoherent scatterings. There are
several features about it.~i! Localized states form a continu-
ous spectrum. When there exists a mobility edge, the energy
spectra on both sides of the edge are continued~hydrogenlike
localized states in a doped semiconductor are isolated!. ~ii !
Anderson localization is usually stable against small pertur-
bations in the sense that the mobility edge changes continu-
ously with external perturbation. On the other hand, states
are localized in a fractal space through coherent destructive
interference due to the special symmetry and structure of the
space. The localized states usually form a singular spectrum
~a Cantor set, for example!. Therefore the localization cannot

be stable against a small perturbation which changes the
symmetry of the system. A magnetic field breaks the lattice
symmetry on the Sierpinski gasket. It, then, can destroy the
coherent destructive interference similarly to a field sup-
pressing backward scatterings in a disordered system. Thus
the degenerate localized states are split into many extended
states. This result is interesting and contrary to the common
wisdom because a magnetic field usually increases the de-
grees of irregularity of a pure system. Therefore it usually
makes a state more localized in a conventional pure system.9

A famous example of such systems may be a particle in a
two-dimensional Euclidean lattice without any disorder.
Without a magnetic field, all allowed states are extended
following the Bloch theorem, but in the presence of an in-
commensurate magnetic flux many states become
localized.10 However, the current example shows that wave
functions behave differently in a magnetic field, namely,
some localized states become extended in a magnetic field. If
the above explanation is correct, then we should expect that
not only a magnetic field can induce extended states, but also
other types of perturbations, such as a small number of lat-
tice defects or disorder, can change some localized states into
extended states.11 My ‘‘counting’’ experiment shows that no
energy bands form in the presence of a magnetic field. How-
ever, I find that the number of states whose localization
length is larger than a certain value decreases with the loga-
rithm of the localization length in a power-law fashion. The
exponent of this power-law behavior does not depend on the
strength of the magnetic field and the energy range chosen.
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